Fives ITAS S.p.A.

Three Business Units: Heating, O&G, Ecology

HEATING SYSTEMS
- Gas controlled line burners
- Ratio controlled line burners
- Low oxygen process burners
- Indirect hot air generators

OIL & GAS
- Elevated flares
- Ground flares
- Demountable flares
- Air/steam assistance
- Sonic flares
- Acid gas flares
- Burn pits
- Incinerators
- Process burners
- Fired heater burners

ECOLOGY
- Recuperative thermal oxidizers
- Catalytic thermal oxidizers
- Rigenenerative thermal oxidizers RIGETHERM®
- VOC complex treatment plants
- Lumpsum turnkey EPC projects

Contacts
Tel.: +39 039 2733 333
laura.pozzi@fivesgroup.com – Marketing Manager

https://www.fivesgroup.com/energy-combustion